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Abstract
A frequent problem in research is the harmonization of data to a common classification, whether
that is in terms of – to name a few examples – industries, commodities, occupations, or geographical areas. Statistical offices often provide concordance tables, to match data through time or with
different classifications, but these concordance tables alone are often not sufficient to define a clear
methodology on how the matching should be performed. In fact, the concordance tables have, in
numerous occasions, a many-to-many mapping of classifications. The issue is exacerbated when
two or more concordance tables are concatenated. In this Jupyter notebook, I discuss a networkbased abstraction of this problem and propose, as a general solution, a method that identifies the
network components (or the network communities) to make data converge to a new classification.
The method simplifies the issue and reduces greatly conversion errors.
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* This paper is written as ipython notebook with Jupyter. The interactive .ipynb file can be found on my website
(dariodiodato.com). The download bundle also contains the required inputs and a compact .py program to rapidly and
automatically harmonize any number of classifications.
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Packages required
1) Standard packages
• numpy, pandas, matplotlib
• Use: pip install numpy pandas matplotlib
2) networkx
• Requires standard packages
• Supports: pip install networkx
3) py2cytoscape
• Required for this ipython notebook, not for the compact program concordance_network.py
• Requires installing Cytoscape software (Cytoscape needs to be running when using this
Jupyter notebook)
• Requires installing python-igraph
• Requires installing requests: pip install requests
• Supports: pip install py2cytoscape
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Introduction

Researchers are very often faced with the problem of harmonizing data that have been recorded
with different classification schemes. Statistical offices and other institutions many times go
through the trouble of carefully constructing and distributing concordance tables, to help others
in their research. However, these raw concordance tables typically have a many-to-many mapping across classifications, meaning that the researcher is left without a clear and unambiguous
method to harmonize the data. To my knowledge, no best practice has emerged on how to
deal with this situation. This Jupyter notebook1 , proceeding with many examples, discusses the
problems of harmonizing data from many-to-many concordance tables. I will propose to abstract
concordance tables first as matrices, then as networks. This allows to use well-known properties
1 For the PDF printout of the notebook, I omitted some of the non-essential Python code to make this notebook/paper

leaner and easier to read. Every time some code is omitted, the reader will find the sign "[...]" in the PDF. The actual
Jupyter notebook (.ipynb file) contains all the code.
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of matrices and network to get a deeper understanding of the potential issue in the operation
of harmonization. It also allows to identify a clear network-based solution that provides an
error-free harmonization methodology.
The most common problem when doing research on the economy, to my perception at least, is
related to dealing with industrial classifications. Each country has one or more classifications in
every given period, and each classification gets constantly updated and reorganized over time. As
result, any time we need to compare two countries, two periods, or sometime even two datasets
in the same country/period, we must harmonize industries first. For this reason, I will use the
harmonization of industry classifications as the working example in this notebook.
But a reclassification of industries is not the only situation when we must deal with harmonization. Another pressing issue, especially for research in economic geography, is how
to deal with the re-classifications of regional boundaries. Standard geographical units, such
as Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) in the US or NUTS regions in Europe are frequently
updated. Take as an example what the Wikipedia page on UK NUTS regions says about a
reclassification in 2010.
"The combined area of UKD2 (Cheshire pre-2010) and UKD5 (Merseyside pre-2010) were replaced by UKD6
(Cheshire post-2010) and UKD7 (Merseyside post-2010), due to the transfer of Halton to the Merseyside NUTS
region from Cheshire. This resulted in the following changes to the underlying NUTS 3 areas: UKD22 (Cheshire CC)
being split into UKD62 (Cheshire East) and UKD63 (Cheshire West and Chester); The areas of Liverpool, Sefton and
Wirral were not changed as NUTS 3 areas however to reflect their transfer within NUTS 2 areas were respectively
renumbered from (UKD52 to UKD72; UKD53 to UKD 73 and UKD54 to UKD 74). The two areas of UKD51 (East
Merseyside pre 2010) and UKD21 (Halton and Warrington) were amended by the transfer of Halton from the latter
to former to form the new areas of UKD71 (East Merseyside post-2010) and UKD61 (Warrington)."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NUTS_statistical_regions_of_the_United_Kingdom
cember 19, 2018)

(Accessed

De-

The discussion in this paper, while using industries as examples, is general enough to be
applied to any reclassification problem a researcher might face including those of geography
reclassification.
As a first working example, let us say we are interested in exploring industry growth rates
around the great recession. We want to know how the US economy had changed between 2005
and 2010. To focus the analysis, we restrict the question to one sector: information and cultural
services (Naics 51). We ask, what happened to the 5-digit categories that make this sector?
We then go to the Census website and choose a source for data. Here we take County Business
Patterns. From:
https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/cbp/data/datasets.html
We download the “Complete U.S. File” for the years 2005 and 2010. (The files used in this
notebook are already included in the download bundle; the online source is for reference)

1.1

Data import 2005
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[...]

1.2

Data import 2010

[...]

1.3

Concordance
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We can easily see by counting the rows in the two tables that the data in 2005 and 2010 do
not match for 5-digit industries of the sector ‘information.’ The right concordance table can be
dowloaded from the Census
https://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/concordances/concordances.html
Concordance file: 2002_to_2007_NAICS.xls. (The file is already included, the online source is
for reference)

[...]

[...]

1.4

The issue with raw concordance tables

The following table illustrates the issue with raw concordance tables. Even though the Census
provides tables to harmonize data from 2002 to 2007, we can see, thanks to the table, that some
naics2002 codes are assigned to multiple naics2007 codes. Moving to the opposite direction does
not help either: multiple naics2002 are linked to some naics2007. In other words, the raw concordance table has a many-to-many mapping.
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How can we compute growth rates, with this web of reclassifications?
In the next two sections, I discuss two powerful abstractions: concordance tables as matrices
and concordance tables as networks. With this I will also establish a notation and a language,
which will be helpful for the rest of the notebook.
This notebook is organized as follows:
Section 2 abstracts concordance tables as matrices. In particular, I highlight the difference
between a raw concordance table and a final transformation matrix, and look at the different
properties that these two types of matrices have.
Section 3 abstracts concordance tables as networks. We show that this allows for a better comprehension of a raw concordance mapping than abstracting concordances as matrices.
Section 4 proposes the main methodology: first, we identify the connected components of the
raw concordance network. Second, we assign to each connected component a new classification
code. Finally, we create two transformation matrices, one for each original classification, to move
from old to new codes.
Section 5 extends the main methodology to a situation when one has to harmonize several
classifications. In the example of this section we show the harmonization of Naics 2002, 2007, and
2012.
Section 6 shows a further extension. Sometime the raw concordance has a mapping so interconnected that the whole concordance is one large connected component. However, when this
happens the network seems to typically exhibit several separate components, weakly linked by
6

isolated nodes. This suggests that by identifying clusters (communities), we can quickly separate
these weakly connected components automatically and then apply the main methodology.
Section 7 presents a compact program to efficiently apply the methods presented in this notebook.
A brief discussion is included in the closing remarks.

2

Concordance tables as matrices

2.1

Definitions

Let’s define two sets of classifications (for instance, industry classifications) i 2 I and j 2 J. As an
example, we have
I = { a, b, c} J = {a, b, g, d}

A raw concordance table is a matrix Cij , mapping i and j classifications
2
3
1 1 0 0
Cij = 4 0 0 1 0 5
0 0 0 1

We can notice that b maps to g, and c maps to d, uniquely. However a maps to both a and b.
This means that we can easily transform data from j to i, but not from i to j.
As Cij is a concordance table that does not always uniquely identify the mapping between
classifications, let us introduce the concept of transformation matrix. We call this matrix Tij and it
allows to transform data from classification j to classification i.
If we collect employment data for a, b, g, and d in a vector x j
2
3
10
6 20 7
7
xj = 6
4 5 5
15
Then we have that

xi =

Â Tij x j
j

Or in compact matrix form
xi = Tij x j

2.2

(1)

What is the relation between C and T?

By adopting a convention of keeping all data vectors as column vectors, we then have that Tij
must be a left stochastic matrix. That is all columns of Tij must sum to 1.2
2 Technically,

left stochastic matrices are squared. The matrix T could be indeed thought as square, by stacking sets I
and J in both the row and column dimensions. As it makes no substantial difference to perform this stacking, I refer to
the non-squared transformation matrix as stochastic.
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This is an important property that derives from the fact we set up the transformation between
classifications as a system that distributes items from j to i. So if we are distributing the 20 workers
in b across the three classes in I, the sum of what goes to a, b, and c (from b) has to be 20.
In an alternative conceptualization of the transformation matrix, let’s denote it with Tij , the
matrix generates an average between the variables. Imagine, for instance, that instead of the
vector of employment x j , we have a vector of wages w j . The operation we do to transform wages
from classification j to classification i is
wi = Tij w j

(2)

Only this time Tij is a right stochastic matrix: all the rows sum to 1. This is because each
resulting wage of industry i must be a weighted average of the relevant industries of j, so the
weights must sum to one. We highlight, however, that the case of computing weighted averages
with Tij can be reduced to the general case of Tij , for instance transforming employment (Tij x j )
and remuneration (Tij r j ), and only after computing average wages. For this reason, hereafter, I
focus only on left stochastic matrices (Tij ) and ignore right stochastic ones (Tij )
———————————————————————————————————–
So the important question is how to get to Tij from Cij
———————————————————————————————————–
We can easily see that Cij is a left stochastic matrix in the example. We can then simply define
Tij = Cij and compute
2
3
2
3 10
2
3
1 1 0 0 6
30
7
20 7 4
5 5
xi = Tij x j = 4 0 0 1 0 5 6
(3)
4 5 5=
0 0 0 1
15
15

However, what happens if we are given xi and we want to compute x j ?
0
Since Cij ⌘ C ji is not a left stochastic matrix, as it maps more than one j class to i = a, we
cannot use it ‘as-is’ to define T ji

2.3

Concordance functions

I define here a concordance function as a function that takes a raw concordance matrix as inputs
and gives, as output, a left stochastic matrix Tij .
Tij = f Cij

(4)

The simplest example of f is the following, which I call Equal Split (ES)
f ES Cij =

Cij
Âi Cij

(5)

Note that going from j to i, we get
2

3
1 1 0 0
Tij = f ES (Cij ) = Cij = 4 0 0 1 0 5
0 0 0 1
8

(6)

However going from i to j, we get
2

0.5
6
0.5
T ji = f ES (Cji ) = 6
4 0
0

0
0
1
0

3
0
0 7
7
0 5
1

(7)

See that, with this method, we introduce an error if we move data from i to j.
2
3
2
3
3
0.5 0 0 2
15
6 0.5 0 0 7 30
6
7
7 4 5 5 = 6 15 7
x j = T ji xi = 6
4 0 1 0 5
4 5 5
15
0 0 1
15

(8)

In many contexts the error can be quite severe. In the example of computing growth rates,
for instance, it would be impossible to make sense of the growth rate of imputed industries. As
an additional example, imagine, we calculate employment vectors for several US states and we
measure the degree to which industries coagglomerate (as in ? ? or ? ?) by taking the correlation of
industry employment across states. If we were to use the imputed vectors we would find perfect
coagglomeration for all industries which have been split.
Sometimes, more sophisticated functions are possible. Let’s say we are interested in employment in j, x j , and we have xi , Cij , and y j – where the latter is a measure of output in j. We can use,
then, a Weighted Split (WS) function
f WS Cij =

Cij y j
Â j Cij y j

(9)

With, for instance
2

3
25
6 75 7
7
yj = 6
4 20 5
40

we get
2

0.25
6 0.75
x j = T ji xi = 6
4 0
0

3
2
3
0 2
7.5
30
7
6
0 74
22.5
5 5=6
4 5
0 5
15
1
15

0
0
1
0

(10)

3
7
7
5

(11)

which has improved on the previous outcome, but still has an error. Note that if one had the
exact weights, it could be possible to use f WS with no error. However, having the exact weight in
most cases require knowing vector x j , thus not having a concordance problem to begin with.
In the next section we introduce an alternative conceptualization: we imagine concordance
matrices as networks. This is a powerful abstraction that will be useful to develop a concordance
function f (Cij ) that can do error-free transformations
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Concordance tables as networks

We can think of concordance tables as networks or graphs. Let’s take the stylized concordance
table above Cij and represent it. Recall that
9

2

3
1 1 0 0
Cij = 4 0 0 1 0 5
0 0 0 1

We are first going to create a network with networkx package. Node attributes such as industry
name or classification type (i or j) are going to be attached to the networkx graph. Then, we are
going to link the networkx graph to Cytoscape. (Cytoscape needs to be open for this notebook to
work).

3.1

Networkx graph

The following code generates a network using the Python package networkx
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3.2

Cytoscape graph

Now that we have created the networkx graph – inclusive of node attributes – we can make Cytoscape dialog with this notebook. To do so it is necessary to have Cytoscape software open in the
background. We can then run the following code

[...]

beta

gamma

delta

b

c

a

alpha

We observe that (as we have seen in the previous section) b maps 1:1 to g, and c maps 1:1 to d.
However a maps to both a and b.
11

3.3

Example: Naics concordances

For simple mapping, such as this one, drawing a network does not add much to the understanding
that we get by looking at the concordance table. But for more complex mapping, the visualization
is useful. Let’s go back to our motivating example to compute industry growth rate in the US
economy between 2005 and 2010.

[...]

[...]

[...]
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We can see from the network above that most Naics industries have a one-to-one mapping
between 2002 and 2007, however some industries have a complex many-to-many concordance.
Note that the image rendered above can also be explored in Cytoscape. One can zoom-in,
move nodes or entire components. The link between this notebook and Cytoscape is two-way.
Once we are satisfied with the view, we can re-run the Python code to get an updated image. See
here below, a zoomed view on the first two components.

[...]
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Air-Conditioning and Warm Air
Heating Equipment and Commercial
and Industrial Refrigeration
Equipment Manufacturing

Lessors of Miniwarehouses and
Self-Storage Units

Other Financial Vehicles

Lessors of Miniwarehouses and
Other Financial Vehicles
Self-Storage Units

Air-Conditioning and Warm Air
Heating Equipment and Commercial
and Industrial Refrigeration
Equipment Manufacturing

Real Estate Investment Trusts hybrid or equity REIT's primarily
leasing other real estate property
Lessors of Other Real Estate
Lessors of Residential Buildings and
Property
Dwellings
Lessors of Other Real Estate
Property
Lessors of Residential Buildings and
Dwellings
Lessors of Nonresidential Buildings
(except Miniwarehouses)

Dental Laboratories

All Other Miscellaneous General
Purpose Machinery Manufacturing

All Other Miscellaneous General
Purpose Machinery Manufacturing
Dental Laboratories

All Other Industrial Machinery
Manufacturing
Wood Television, Radio, and Sewing
Machine Cabinet Manufacturing

All Other Industrial Machinery
Manufacturing
Lessors of Nonresidential Buildings
(except Miniwarehouses)

Wood Television, Radio, and Sewing
Machine Cabinet Manufacturing

Note that the many-to-many mapping we observe in the network implies that neither Cij nor
C ji are left stochastic matrices. We need to use a concordance function to obtain a transformation
table, such as Tij
Tij = f Cij

(12)

In the next section, we show a network-based concordance function f that, unlike many alternative options (such as the ones proposed in section 2: f ES and f WS ), does not introduce any
error.

4
4.1

Main methodology
An error-free solution to the many-to-many problem

The principle behind the method is rather simple: we are going to define a new, fictional, target
classification, for each of the connected components in the network. So for instance, in the case of
Naics 2002-2007, depicted in the Cytoscape visualization above we have

The new classification will have 705 industry classes. Each of the Naics 2002 and each of the
Naics 2007 will converge towards one (and one only) of these 705 new classes.
With Naics 2002 denoted with i, Naics 2007 with j, and the new classification with k. The
concordance function is in this case

Tik
f CC Cij =
(13)
Tjk
14

That is, in this case, the concordance function (CC for connected components) has two outputs:
one transformation matrix for i and one for j. In practical terms we need to identify which of the
Naics 2002 and 2007 belong to which component. The following code does that, returning the two
transformation matrices Tik and Tjk
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We now have 2 Transformation tables T13 and T23 (Tik and Tjk in the general notation). They
both converge to a 3rd new-virtual classification. Let us see for instance T23 (Tjk ).

Data transformation Let us now transform the data and compute the growth rates

16

The above growth rates have no error. In particular code_3[3] is the third largest component
in the concordance network and is the result of the aggregation of sevaral industries (6 from 2005,
3 from 2010).
The remaining codes, code_3[439] to code_3[462], are the 439th (to 462nd) largest connected
components. In this particular case they all are made of only 2 nodes (1 from 2005, 1 from 2010)
Use of functions such as f ES and f WS would create an error for all industries belonging to
code_3[3], while they would be accurate for code_3[439] to code_3[462].
As this new coding numbering has no correspondance with the original coding, one needs to
design a system to retrive what a code is. The following Python function is a handy option

17

Note that column s indicates if the naics code is from 2005 (1) or 2010 (2)

5

Concatenated concordances

Sometimes a researcher might need to concatenate concordances. For instance there might be
no concordance tables from SITC to Naics. But one could go from SITC to ISIC and from ISIC
to Naics. Or more simply one might want to follow a Naics industry over time, but Naics gets
redifined every five years.
If one avails transformation matrices for every step, the problem is simple. We can in fact
concatenate transformation matrices
xz = Tzq Tqk Tkj T ji xi

(14)

However, if the transformation matrix is obtained with error (using for instance an Equal Split
concordance function on a many-to-many concordance table), we would accumulate errors at each
step.
The network-based method proposed in this workbook can accomodate the use of concatenated concordances: we just need to consider all the different raw concordance tables
(e.g. Czq , Cqk , Ckj , C ji ) as part of the same network.
As a working example we use the concodances of NAICS for the following changes
https://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/concordances/concordances.html
Concordance file: 2002_to_2007_NAICS.xls
Concordance file: 2007_to_2012_NAICS.xls
(The files are already included, the online source is for reference)

[...]
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[...]
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With three codes, the same concepts apply. First, many codes have unique mapping: whenever
we see a component with three nodes, all of differnt colors, it means that the industry has one-toone mapping over time (actually in the concordance there are more one-to-one components than
depicted; they are omitted for visual clarity).
We now proceed as before, only that our output now consists of three transformation matrices
With Naics 2002 denoted with i, Naics 2007 with j, Naics 2012 with h, and the new classification
with k. The concordance function is in this case
2
3
Tik
f CC Cij , C jh = 4 Tjk 5
(15)
Thk
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While in this example we presented a case of two concordances across three classifications,
there is no limit to the number of raw concordances that can be concatenated to the network: the
method works with an arbitrary number of classifications.

6
6.1

The complex case in a many-to-many mapping
When the network has a large connected component

Let’s consider a case where the concordance network has one large connected component. It may
not be the only component, but let us say that it dominates the network significantly. In this case
the method outlined this far is not suited to harmonize the classifications, as we would only have
one (or very few) final classification.
We can however apply a modification of this method – still based on network analysis – that
can provide an elegant solution, even though it is not error free.
The core idea behind the modified method is to identify the clusters (communities, more precisely) in the concordance network, and assign a new “target” classification to each of the clusters.
Let us take a real example, where this might become useful. ? provide a classification to move
from the Harmonized System (HS) to Naics (PS, henceforth).
Their table is 10-digit HS to 6-digit Naics and, being many-to-1, requires no modifition to be
used (it is already transformation matrix “as is”)
We verify this hereafter

[...]
One can explore in Cytoscape all the different components to check that indeed multiple HS
codes converge to 1 and 1 only NAICS code (in blue at the center of each component). So far, there
is no problem.
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What if then we are in need of matching data at a different level of aggregation? This is in fact
a problem incurred in ?, where 6-digit COMTRADE data needed to be matched with information
from BLS recorded according to 4-digit Naics.
We quickly notice that things get more complicated.

[...]
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[...]

While a handful of components are small isolates, the majority of the concordance network is
made of one large component, which is kept together only by few bridging nodes.
One solution is to use Cytoscape to identify this bridges and disconnect the components by
hand. A quicker way to obtain the same result is to run a community discovery algorithm.
In this example I use ‘label propagation’ algorithm, but several options are possible.
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[...]

In the figure above, 10 colors are used to highlight the 90 clusters identified by the community
discovery algorithm. Visual inspection confirms that the algorithm correctly severs weak ties that
were connecting otherwise separate components.
Notice that the network has 15 connected components. This means that using the community
discovery algorithm buys us an additional 75 industry classes. This operation can be written as

Tik
CD
f
Cij =
(16)
Tjk
with CD meaning community discovery, i indicating 4-digit Naics, j 6-digit HS and k the new
classification.
25

7

A compact program

Working with a Jupyter notebook has the advantage of allowing a careful exploration of the network, working in parallel with Cytoscape.
However some might find the process a little laborious, especially if one is working on a project
the requires several harmonizations. A program that takes the raw concordance table as input
and returns as output the required transformation matrices, without any further input from the
researcher, is just what it is needed in this case.
Such program also has the advantage of requiring many less packages and no connection to
Cytoscape, meaning quicker set up time for first time user.
Attached to the download bundle of concordances, one can find the file

Basic use The file is a very streamlined version of this notebook, and it can accommodate the
main methodology, as well as the extensions. In essence, one just need to run the program in a
shell

where concordance.txt is the raw concordance table input (Cij ), provide by the user in comma
separated, edge-list form. The program gives two outputs: Transform_1.txt and Transform2.txt,
which are Tik and Tjk , the two transformation tables.
Multiple concatenated concordances If there is the need to harmonize more than one concordance, simply type all concordance files as arguments

Community discovery algorithm Finally, the program creates the new classes from connected
components as default. This is the recommended option, as one has a full cognition of what is
happing and it is fully error-free. However, as shown in the previous section, sometime it makes
sense to run a community discovery algorithm instead. After being run, the program will ask:

Type “n” to carry on with default option, or “y” to run a community discovery algorithm.
Please find more details on the use of the program in the headings of concordance_network.py
file itself

Discussion and Conclusions
Many-to-many raw concordance tables can force the researcher to introduce unwanted errors
when transforming data. The network-based approach proposed in this notebook allows for an
error-free transformation of data.
More specifically, the use of network components detection algorithm makes the procedure
entirely error free. This is therefore the recommended methodology to harmonize data.
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The downside of this method is that in some cases the raw concordance network might not
have many components. This usually happens when a number (sometime a small number) of
classes gets a drastic re-assigment. A clear case of this happens when a code is reassigned outside, for instance, its 2-digit class. This code would then act as a bridge between two otherwise
disconnected components.
One option is two visually check each of these bridging nodes, choose to which components
the node is most related to, and then manually remove the unwanted tie. While we do not dwell
on this option here, this notebook provides the perfect tool to organize a workflow to do so. In
fact one can load the raw concordance network here and launch it in Cytoscape. With node colors
reflecting classifications (e.g. naics2002, red; naics2007, blue; naics2012, yellow) and node labels
reflect the name of the class (e.g. “dental laboratories”), the researcher can use Cytoscape the make
sense of this bridging reclassification. Once a choice to sever a tie is made, it is then easy to drop the
corresponding row from the Pandas table of raw concordance or an edge from a networkx graph.
After removing the unwanted ties, one can re-run the network components detection algorithm
and get many more classes compared to before.
A second option is to let the computer do that. In this notebook, we show how a community
discovery algorithm works well to identify bridging nodes and split a weakly connected component into two separate clusters. The obvious advantage of this procedure is that it runs in matter
of seconds. Compared to manually check hundreds of individual edges and nodes, the procedure
is very appealing when the network structure appears as a complex web of links. However, one
needs to be careful as the algorithm may remove a bridge in a different way than a human would.
Unlike in the case network components detection, where the outcome is predictable, with community discovery it is not obvious that the result will be as desired. In an extreme case, it is possible
that the algorithm identifies a cluster that does not contain any node from a particular class (for
instance a community that has codes for naics2002 and naics2007, but not for naics2012).
For these reason, I recommend that the use community discovery only in conjunction with
additional checks. In the Naics-HS concordance problem in ?, for instance, we use community
discovery, but we manually check for issues, and validate as well the results with an alternative
method.
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